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1 INTRODUCTION
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) responsible for interdomain
routing on the internet is subject to frequent attacks that threaten
the privacy and availability of traffic between Autonomous Sys-
tems (ASes). Data from BGPmon, for instance, indicates more than
150 suspected route hijackings in the past month alone [5]. Two
potential solutions to this problem have received the most atten-
tion: the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI), which provides
origin authentication for route advertisements, and BGPSec, which
requires that routes advertisements be cryptographically signed
and validated by BGP speakers before propagation.

While these technologies in tandem can provide a strong guar-
antee against many types of attack, deployment of BGPSec in par-
ticular has lagged due to its incompatibility with the hardware used
by most current BGP speakers. Unfortunately, since BGP speakers
using BGPSec must be able to function in the current BGP ecosys-
tem, it is necessary that they accept legacy routes in which one or
more paths are not validated. This means that many of the poten-
tial benefits of validated routing paths cannot be realized until a
substantial majority of BGP routers support BGPSec; in fact, recent
research has found the benefits of partial deployment to be much
worse than might be expected [9].

While RPKI does not prevent so-called next-AS attacks, in which
the attacker advertises nonexistant links with the victim AS, it does
have the substantial advantage of being easier to deploy on present
routers. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that while RPKI is
currently only deployed across 20% of BGP routers, its adoption
will likely outpace that of BGPSec [7].

Path-end validation is an extension to RPKI which prevents next-
AS attacks without requiring on-line cryptographic validation, in-
troduced with the intention of providing a practical short-term
solution which addresses the majority of attacks until BGPSec sup-
port becomes widespread [8]. In their report, the authors of “Jump-
starting BGP Security with Path-End Validation” simulated next-AS
and 2-hop attacks under partial BGPSec deployment, complete BG-
PSec deployment with legacy support, and path-end validation
deployment. Their findings indicate that path-end validation offers
substantial protection for customers of BGP routers which employ
it, even if only a small minority of the most connected BGP speakers
implement path-end validation.

In this paper, we reproduce the results of the path-end validation
paper by simulating route advertisement across the BGP system
under varying degrees of path-end validation deployment and with
various route acceptance criteria.While the attacker success metrics
we find are smaller in the absolute sense than those presented
in the path-end validation paper, the relative success of different
BGP security schemes in partial deployment is preserved. We then
attempt to recreate the path-end validation paper’s results with
data from real-world attacks, finding an improvement from path-
end validation which, while not as dramatic as that claimed by the

original authors, supports the idea that path-end validation can
significantly decrease an attacker’s success rate even in very limited
deployment.

2 REPRODUCTION METHODOLOGY
Our approach is to reproduce the paper’s results by writing a sim-
ulation framework for BGP routing from scratch in Python [4].
While simulating the entire BGP protocol would take considerable
effort, we observe that all results in the paper depend only on the
steady state of routing tables after convergence, not the dynamics
of how route advertisements are propagated. The input data set
is the graph of AS relationships downloaded from CAIDA [6]. In
our early results we have been using a recent relationship graph
from April, 2020, whereas the original paper uses data from January,
2016. We run all experiments on both datasets to observe changes
due to network topology over time. The data set does not include
information about IP prefix blocks owned by ASes, but this is not
required for our purposes. When we talk about routes to an AS,
one can think of it as a route to an IP prefix originated by some AS.
The simulations are done on many randomized trials. In order to
speed up the experiments, our code uses multiprocessing to run
trials on separate processor cores in parallel. For most experiments,
we found 100 trials to be a good sample size where the average
success rates began to converge.

With the AS relationship graph, the paper specifies a simple set of
routing rules that all ASes observe. First it assumes the Gao-Rexford
conditions hold, which are

(1) There are no customer-provider cycles in the relationship
graph.

(2) An AS will prefer to route to customers, then peers, then
providers, in that order.

(3) An AS only advertises customer-learned routes to peers and
providers.

Given an input data set, we have a function to check that the
first condition holds which runs a simple cycle-finding algorithm.
The other two rules we encode into our simulation framework. The
paper is more specific on the preference rules, which are that an
AS chooses between routes in this order

(1) They prefer routes where the next hop is a customer to those
where the next hop is a peer to those where the next hop is
a provider.

(2) They prefer shorter routes, measured in the number of ASes
on the path.

(3) They break ties by the AS number of the next hop on the
path.

There is one other routing preference rule in ASes that are mod-
eled as having deployed BGPsec. These ASes will not reject unau-
thenticated routes because there may be an AS on the path which
does not support BGPsec, and in partial deployment scenarios, these
AS advertisements cannot be ignored. However, ASes with BGPsec
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enabled will prefer authenticated routes to unauthenticated routes.
This raises the question of how strong the preference is. In [9],
the authors mention three options, a high security option where
the authentication preference rule precedes all others, a medium
security one where the authentication preference precedes AS path
length, and a low security option where both preference for neigh-
bor relation and AS path length are weighed more heavily. The
authors of [8] do not specify which of these three they use, but
based on our reproduction results thus far, we are able to match
the results most closely using the medium security routing policy.

While reviewing this work, we found a few key points that were
unclear and had to be inferred from the results. In some of the
experiments, like those shown by Figure 2 in the paper, the authors
describe various BGP security strategies in partial deployment to
only some percentage of the top ISPs. However, a careful reading
and analysis of the results reveals that in all experiments they use a
model where the victim of the attack also has the security strategy
party enabled. For example, with RPKI there are two aspects that
could be enabled separately: 1) whether an AS has obtained and
published certificates for the IP blocks it controls and 2) whether an
AS filters routes that are not properly signed by the origin AS. We
expected that autonomous systems either do both or neither, though
in the paper’s simulation it is clear that in certain experiments
the victim only does 1) and not 2). This is the case with path-end
validation in partial deployment and BGPsec in partial deployment.

2.1 Cross-checking reachability
One surprising fact we encountered in our reproduction is that
under the simplified routing assumptions used, not all autonomous
systems can find routes to all others despite the fact that the undi-
rected graph of relations is fully connected. This is a result of the
route export rules specified by the third Gao-Rexford condition. For
example, AS 205970, an AS used for OpenBGPD research [1], has
many peering relations but no provider relations, and as a result
has poor reachability.

As a method of cross checking the correctness of our route
propagation simulation, we implemented a simple method of de-
tected reachability from the graph. In the Gao-Rexford model, it
can be shown that any route advertised travels along zero or more
customer-to-provider links, zero or one peer-to-peer links, then
zero or more provider-to-customer links. In terms of ISP tiers, the
routes go up to higher tiers, laterally at most one hop, then down to
lower tiers. From the undirected relationship graph, we construct a
separate, directed reachability graph where any path in the graph
corresponds to a possible route advertisement. In the graph, each
AS corresponds to two nodes, a source node and a target node. The
subset of source nodes form a subgraph and their directed edges
are from customers to providers. The subset of target nodes form a
subgraph and their directed edges similarly are from providers to
customers. There is an edge from a source node to a target node
if either they correspond to the same AS or if there is a peering
relation between them. By the first Gao-Rexford condition, the two
subgraphs are acyclic, and there are no edges from target nodes to
source nodes, so the entire reachability graph is acyclic. Any path
in graph from a source node to a target node implies there is an
advertised route from the source AS to the target AS. Reversing

all edges gives an isomorphic graph, which is easy to see from its
construction, so reachability between two ASes is a commutative
relation in this model. We have found that fewer than 0.7% of the
ASes can reach fewer than 99% of the others.

3 RESULTS
For all figures we present the simulation results for both the Jan
2016 and Apr 2020 datasets in order to highlight the differences.

Figure 1: Reproduction of Figure 2(a) with Jan 2016 data.
Attacker success rates for attacker-victim pairs drawn uni-
formly at random.

Figure 2: Reproduction of Figure 2(a) with Apr 2020 data.
Attacker success rates for attacker-victim pairs drawn uni-
formly at random.

See figures 1 and 2 for our results from experiment 2(a). In this ex-
periment, an attacker and victim and selected uniformly at random
in 100 different and we measure the attackers’ success rates across
different security strategies and deployments among the top 100
ISPs. ISPs are ranked by their number of customer ASs. There are
three lines that are invariant in the deployment, the 2-hop attack,
RPKI in full deployment, and BPGsec in full deployment. In the
2-hop attack, the attacker advertises fake routes in which it is two
hops away from the origin. Path-end validation does not mitigate
the attack because the last hop in the attackers’ routes, the path
end, is still valid. With RPKI in full deployment, the attacker is able
to launch next-AS attacks but cannot directly hijack an IP block.
With BGPsec in full deployment, the attacker is still able to launch
next-AS attacks as an unauthenticated legacy route, and while other
ASs will not filter it out, they will prefer authenticated routes even
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if the unauthenticated route is longer in terms of path length. As
discussed above, we found that this choice of BGPsec preference
rule most closely matched the results from the original paper. We
also ran experiments where BGPsec-enabled ASs would prefer au-
thenticated routes to unauthenticated routes even if it would cost
them more and found that the attackers’ success rates were much
lower, as expected. We also found that if the ASs weighed path
length more heavily than whether the route was authenticated,
that the attacker success rates were higher than reported in the
paper.

Compared to the graph in [8], the relations between the success
rates for the various security strategies are ordered identically. In
our findings, however, the attacker’s success rate is approximately
3x less than was found in the original work, despite using the same
January 2016 dataset. Otherwise, we see that the results do not
change significantly between 2016 and 2020 except at the data
point of deployment to only 10 of the top 100 ISPs.

Figure 3: Reproduction of Figure 2(b) with Jan 2016 data. At-
tacker success rates for when attacker is drawn at random
and victim is a top content provider.

Figure 4: Reproduction of Figure 2(b) with Apr 2020 data. At-
tacker success rates for when attacker is drawn at random
and victim is a top content provider.

In our reproduction of experiment 2(b), shown in figures 3 and
4, we find again that our attacker success rates are about 3x lower
across the board, though the decline in attacker success with path-
end validation seems to drop proportionally much lower at deploy-
ments above 60 out of the top 100 ISPs. We also notice the same
phenomenon as in the reproduction of figure 2(a) where in the

2016 dataset, path-end validation in deployment to the top 10 ISPs
does not give as much protection as in 2020. The list of top content
providers used in this experiment was compiled in 2013 and is some-
what anachronistic by 2020 standards. The list consists of: Google,
Limelight, Akamai, Microsoft, Yahoo, Leaseweb, Edgecast, Amazon,
Facebook, Netflix, QQ, Twitter, Pandora, Wikipedia, Apple, Hulu,
Baidu.

Figure 5: Reproduction of Figure 3(a) with Jan 2016 data. At-
tacker success rates when attacker is a large ISP and victim
has no customers.

Figure 6: Reproduction of Figure 3(a) with Apr 2020 data. At-
tacker success rates when attacker is a large ISP and victim
has no customers.

Figures 5 and 6 show our reproductions of figure 3(a) from the
paper. This is the same experimental setup as figures 2(a) and 2(b)
except that the attacker is a randomly chosen ISP in the top 250
by customer count and the victim is a randomly chosen AS with
no customers. This graph differs meaningfully from the original
paper in that we find path-end validation to be less effective. In
the original paper, the authors find that a next-AS attack is less
effective than a 2-hop attack if more than the top 20 ISPs has path-
end validation enabled, however our findings show that even with
path-end validation enabled at the top 100 ISPs, the next-AS attack is
more effective. We again observe that in absolute terms the success
rates of most attacks are 3-4x lower than reported in the original
paper across the board.

Figures 7 and 8 show our reproductions of figure 3(b) from the
paper. This is the opposite of 3(a): the victim is a randomly chosen
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Figure 7: Reproduction of Figure 3(b) with Jan 2016 data. At-
tacker success rates when attacker has no customers and vic-
tim is a large ISP.

Figure 8: Reproduction of Figure 3(a) with Apr 2020 data. At-
tacker success rates when attacker has no customers and vic-
tim is a large ISP.

ISP in the top 250 by customer count and the attacker is a ran-
domly chosen AS with no customers. Here the attacker success
rates are much lower than in figure 3(a) because the victim has
good connectivity to most ASs.

Figures 7 and 8 show our reproductions of figure 4 from the paper.
In this experiment, the effectiveness of a k-hop attack is measured
with no security policy. A 0-hop attack is a direct prefix hijacking
attack, a 1-hop attack is the next-AS attack that is mitigated by
path-end validation, and so on. The baseline attacker success rate
basically corresponds to the probability that the attack happens to
naturally be in the optimal valid route to the victim. These charts
also appear very similar to those in the original paper but the
absolute success rates are again a factor of 2-3x lower.

Experiment 8 in the paper attempts to study the effects of a less
concentrated deployment of path-end validation and BGPsec. In
prior experiments, often the deployment parameter determined
how many of the top ISPs by customer count would have the policy
enabled. Instead, in experiment 8, we test what happens if the top
4
3 , 2𝑛, and 4𝑛 ISPs deploy the security policy with probabilities,
respectively, 75%, 50%, and 25%. Thus, for each probability, the ex-
pected number of ISPs deploying path-end validation is the same,
but the distribution over their customer counts differs. Our results
in figures 11, 12, and 13 show, just as with the original paper and
as intuitively expected, that path-end validation is more effective

Figure 9: Reproduction of Figure 4 with Jan 2016 data. At-
tacker success rate as a function of hops in malicious BGP
advertisement.

Figure 10: Reproduction of Figure 4 with Apr 2020 data. At-
tacker success rate as a function of hops in malicious BGP
advertisement.

Figure 11: Reproduction of Figure 8(a) with Apr 2020 data.
75% probabilistic deployment.

as the deployment is concentrated among the top ISPs and less
effective at 25% probability. Here we only show results for the April
2020 dataset, as the January 2016 results are not meaningfully dif-
ferent. These charts have higher variance, observable in the higher
fluctuations of the attacker success rate at different deployment
levels. The reason for this, we suspect, is that we had to lower the
number of trials in order to run the simulation in a timely manner.
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Figure 12: Reproduction of Figure 8(b) with Apr 2020 data.
50% probabilistic deployment.

Figure 13: Reproduction of Figure 8(c) with Apr 2020 data.
25% probabilistic deployment.

The experiment is averaged over 20 randomly drawn subsets of ISPs
with the security policies enabled, and with each subset, 20 trials of
different uniformly chosen attacker-victim pairs are tested. While
the total number of trials is higher, the variability in which subsets
have the security policy enabled seems to affect the variance in the
average success rate.

Figure 14: Reproduction of Figure 9(a) with Apr 2020 data.
Prefix hijacking attacks with RPKI in partial deployment.
Attack success rate against random ASs.

Figure 15: Reproduction of Figure 9(b) with Apr 2020 data.
Prefix hijacking attacks with RPKI in partial deployment.
Attack success rate against top content providers.

Lastly, experiment 9 the paper looks at the effectiveness direct
prefix hijacking attacks, 0-hop attacks, with RPKI in partial deploy-
ment, comparing as a baseline the success rate of next-AS attacks,
also known as 1-hop attacks, with RPKI in full deployment. In ex-
periment 9(a), the attacker-victim pairs are again chosen uniformly
at random, like with experiment 2(a), whereas in experiment 9(b),
the victims are top content providers, like with experiment 2(b).
Our results are shown in figures 14 and 15, again only for April
2020. Interestingly, while the trend in figure 9(b) is fairly similar to
that in the paper, our results for figure 9(a) have a different point
at which the lines cross. We observe that prefix hijacking attacks
are more effective than next-AS attacks even when the top 20 ISPs
implement RPKI, whereas the original paper finds the opposite to
be true at that deployment level. Our graph shows that the success
rates become roughly equal at a deployment to the top 30 ISPs.

3.1 Revisiting High-Profile Past Incidents,
Revisited

To demonstrate the real-world benefits of path-end validation, the
“Jumpstarting BGP Security” authors simulate four high-profile BGP
hijackings: the hijacking on 1481 prefixes, including YouTube, by
two Syria-Telecom ASes in 2014; the hijacking of 400,000 prefixes
by Indosat in 2014; attacks made by Turk Telecom on open DNS
resolvers in 2014; and the hijackings of 597 prefixes by Icelandic ISP
Opin Kerfi in 2013. For each attacker-victim pairing in the original
attacks, a next-AS attack was simulated; the attacker’s success
rate was then reported with increasing deployments of path-end
validation across the top ISPs. In attempting to reproduce these
results, we encountered a number of difficulties.

Firstly, the experiment itself only loosely attempts to reflect real-
ity: as the authors note, their simulation cannot hope to simulate the
propagation of malicious routes with complete accuracy, since the
actual routing policies of individual ASes are not known or taken
into account. For the particular attacks chosen, we found that this
was a somewhat larger flaw than the original paper implies, since
in the case of both the Syria Telecom and the Opin Kerfi hijackings,
these routing policies may have been immediately consequential:
in each case, the attacker ASes were connected through multiple
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Figure 16: Reproduction of Figure 7(a), depicting next-AS
attacks on attacker-victim pairs drawn from real-world at-
tacks with increasing levels of path-end validation deploy-
ment, using AS graphs contemporaneous to the pairings.

Figure 17: Reproduction of Figure 7(b), depicting next-AS
attacks on attacker-victim pairs drawn from real-world at-
tacks with partial BGPSec deployment, using AS graphs con-
temporaneous to the pairings.

providers, only one of which propagated the hijack routes (it is un-
clear whether this was due to differing route selection preferences
or simply because the attacker did not advertise their hijack route
to all providers).

Secondly, definitive contemporary descriptions of the attacks
themselves were difficult to find. Instead, we used datasets of his-
torical prefix advertisements available from RIPEstat [3], but this
did not entirely solve our problems: for some ASes, historical prefix
information was not available, and for the 2014 Indosat hijacking,
the route advertisements were so rapid that RIPEstat’s API times
out at the smallest time resolution possible. We therefore instead
used a complete report [2] prepared by BGPMon about a similar
hijack launched by Indosat in 2010, which attacked a more tractable
number of prefixes. Worryingly, while the prefix data available
from RIPE for the other attacks did show the large spikes in route
advertisements from the attackers which we would expect, we were
not able to find advertisements for some prefixes and ASes which
we know from contemporary reports were successfully hijacked.
We suspect some part of this may be accounted for by the limited
number of RIPE observation points and the lack of historical prefix
information for some ASes, but these factors would not explain

the discrepancies in full. Lastly, the Turk Telecom attack occurred
during a period at the beginning of 2014 for which CAIDA has a
3-month gap in its data; we therefore used the closest prior CAIDA
data available, with the assumption that the network topology was
unlikely to have changed substantially.

Using the attacker-victim pairs we were able to imply from
RIPEstat’s data, we re-ran the experiment shown in Figures 7(a) and
(b) of the original path-end validation paper. For the Syria Telecom
attack, we have plotted each of the two attacker ASes separately.
While Figure 16 shows, as expected, the attacker’s success rate
decreasing as deployment of path-end validation increases among
the top ISPs, we do not find, as the original paper does, that the
success rate in all attacks deteriorates below .2 when deployment
extends to the 60th-top ISP. We do, however, find that path-end
validation performs well enough against these attacks to preclude
the possibility that the attacker or victim ASes in these attacks were
so atypically connected as to prevent the findings of the previous
experiments from generalizing.

4 CONCLUSION
We think the biggest contribution of our project is to make available
an open source, efficient framework for simulating the effectiveness
of BGP security policies [4]. The original paper left open some
details that needed to be fleshed out in the implementation as their
simulation code is not publicly available. We also were able to
confirm the results of the original paper against a current AS graph.

We also consider some possible directions for future work. While
assuming the second and third Gao-Rexford conditions hold sig-
nificantly simplifies any simulation of BGP, future work might
consider how best to efficiently simulate the full range of BGP peer-
ing agreements and route selection behaviors, particularly as these
have been seen to have a meaningful effect on real-world attacks.
Simulating the properties of various distributions of preference for
authenticated routes over unauthenticated routes, in the case of
BGPSec legacy support, would seem to be especially useful. Lastly,
a succinct format for describing the important characteristics sus-
pected hijacking attempts would have made the reproduction of
the real-world attacks section much simpler.

We have found that our reproduction supports the conclusions
of the "Jumpstarting BGP Security with Path-End Validation" pa-
per in finding that path-end validation is a low-cost improvement
over RPKI with significant benefits in terms of mitigating next-AS
attacks, even when implemented by only a very small proportion
of autonomous systems.
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